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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, first we describe rushes summarization system 
which is made this year for the TRECVID2008 BBC rushes task.  
Our aim this year is to build up base system using minimum 
information and to see how it works. In the second we will 
describe about our High-level feature extraction system briefly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
These days video information is over flooding in the net , hard 
disk recorders, PC’s and portable devices.  As video data is hard 
to overview in limited amount of time, appropriate tags, or labels 
is needed. Most of the tags used is hand labeled, which is costly 
and  mostly not objectively-defined which is gives limitation in 
quality to the systems based on .  

2. Summarization System Overview 
Block diagram of our summarization system is shown on Fig1. An 
input video is decoded and averaged YCbCr is calculated for each 
frame as picture parameters. Then movie is cut into scenes based 
on changes of picture parameters, duplicated scenes are removed 
based on average color of scenes.  Each scene is skimmed to keep 
motion of video constant. As summarized video is limited to be 
2% in time, scene selection and speed adjuster is used to reduce 
duration if required. Color bar detector, white / black frame 
detector and Edge detector eliminates unwanted scenes like Color 
bars pictures out of focus, etc. just before making summarized 
video. 

2.1 Scene cut detection 
Our cut detection method for BBC rushes is done as follows. 
Euclid distance of average color of successive pictures is calculated. 
Then calculate differential coefficient of it and detect by finding 
the place where it goes under -threshold to over +threshold.  
Euclid distance itself worked as well but not in case like fast pans , 
fast fades etc. 

2.2 Removing Redundancy 
To get rid of picture redundancy, we used averaged color in scene 
to compare. All motion action in scene added up to a single YCbCr 
value. As this value does not have detailed information is not 
suitable for universal comparison, but just good enough for 

comparison like rushes where redundancy is limited. i.e. same 
scene retake repeats immediately after. 

Up to second adjacent scene is compared and if the distance 
between two scenes is below threshold shorter scene is removed. 

2.3 Motion equalized movie 
Motion equalize is to keep movements constant. As our system 
just look at its first order parameter ‘average color’. Small motion 
might be not detected, we use summary of all changes and keep it 
constant. In this way stopping movie like COLOR BARS and/or 
slideshows will be a single picture movie which cannot be seen. To 
avoid this constant frame rate limitation to make it work in any 
case.  

Figure 1: Block diagram of  summarization system 



2.4 Reducing Movie  
As there is limitation in compression rate, we put secondary 
reduction of scene. Makes a list of  distance between all the scenes 
and remove scene based on  shortest distance we have on the list. 
Choice of scene is done based on longer-is-better rule. 

If there is no more scenes to be removed and still duration is too 
long,  we change threshold value of skimming until it fits. 

3. High-level feature extractions   
As shown in Fig.2, our High-level feature extraction system is has 
multiple SVM which is combined together to get the final result. 
We have additional face detection block. 

 In the low-level feature calculation part , we calculate , Y 
histogram, CbCr histogram, CbCr Grid Color Moment, Luv Grid 
Color Moment,  edge direction histogram, linear edge ratio , SIFT 
parameters, SHIFT pattern histogram  

To avoid over fitting problem, we’ve removed sample data which 
is overlapping in data space in the training process, to keep cross 
validation value over 40 %.(in second case 80%) 

We provided four feature extraction result output which is 
CV40% data with/without face detection, CV80% data 
with/without face detection. 
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Figure 2: Block diagram of  HLF system 


